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Nancy and I were joined by Sharon Korb and Kevin Streat for our latest loon count on Saturday,
27 August. Waters were calm, and we went out later in the day, so we were able to spot the birds
at long distances. We also find that most of the adults return to their territories in the late
afternoon, so the chances of us spotting them is better at that time of day.
We noticed that over 50% of the adults have begun moulting into their drab winter gray colours, about 2
weeks earlier than previous years. Early winter?? We were particularly excited to spot two new juveniles
in territories where we had previously suspected nesting activities, and where the associated adults were
present and still being protective and nervous (calling to us as we approached, lowering themselves in the
water and swimming away). That brings the count to 8 surviving babies, nearer to the 10-12 that we

expect as an average based on the 25 observed territories. There are a couple of other pairs that
get very nervous when we get close, so we suspect there may be a couple of additional juveniles
out there that we haven't yet spotted. This seems to becoming a trend over the last couple of
years, where the adults are not bringing their young into open water until later in the season.
Instead, the young are kept out of site in little bays and areas with lots of deadfall and reeds to
hide in. Conversely, in some cases, the more open nesting areas, we observed in the past are
being abandoned. Boating activity has increased significantly over the last few years, so that may
have something to do with it. At this time of year, it is normal to see the juveniles by themselves,
near to the shore and in or close to reeds, while the parents can be up to 300m or more away
from them. These parents will try to distract you by calling and swimming away from the
juveniles.
As noted above, many of the birds are starting to moult, or are well advanced in their moult into
winter colours (Gray on top, white underneath and light gray bills). Some, such as the 6th photo
below, are so advanced that we initially mistook them for juveniles. In previous years, apart
from the odd adult, we didn’t see such a change until the 2nd week in September. We aren’t sure
if this is an indication that the adults will depart earlier than usual. Non of the adults seem to
have left their territories yet, and many of the non-paired younger adults that gang up in the
middle of the lake are still here (we spotted 18 of them this outing). We hope to get out at least
once or twice more to monitor this. We also haven’t seen additional juveniles fly in from other
water bodies, as they tend to do in September. These fly-ins gather in groups in areas other than
the established territories and remain here for at least 2 weeks after the adults have departed.
They will all then normally depart in groups by the end of September. It would be interesting to
find out how they learn to navigate to the coast without the adults.
We have established that 25 Territories have been occupied over the summer. This is on par
with previous years, and as in the past, a handful have changed in location somewhat, either by
the birds that returned, or new pairs that have made the lake their home. I will show the changes
in my final report as I did last year.

We had a positive response to the three groups of nest alert buoys that we placed in front of the
three most vulnerable suspected nesting sites. Two of the three sites produced chicks, while the
third site in East Bay was again unsuccessful, unless we haven’t yet spotted the juvenile(s). We
will see. The buoys themselves stood up very well, less the fluorescent paint, which faded, and
will have to be re-applied next spring. I still have $200 in the grant account, so that should cover
my repair costs for a few years.

Adult Loon Preening. Note the white beginning to replace the dark feathers around the face.

This pair allowed us to get quite close, as they rolled in the water,
flapped their wings and shook themselves

Another adult with some white feathers just beginning to appear around its bill

Another adult, still showing its breeding colours

An adult well into its winter moult. Note the bright white rectangular markings on the back,
darker bill that is lightening, and evidence of the hatched neck band that is still visible.
Also note that the dark green/black feathers normally present on the head and neck
have changed to a mid-gray, with white underneath. Compare this to the juveniles below.

One of the two newly-spotted juveniles. Note the light bill and the siege scallops (scaling) on the feathers
of the tops of the wings. Once an adult has completed its winter moult, it will closely resemble this
juvenile.

A slightly out-of-focus shot of the same juvenile

The second of the newly spotted juveniles

